PROPOSALS
on Resolution of Problems Emerged in Activity
of Customs Services of the Republic of Moldova and Pridnestrovie

For the purpose of removing barriers obstructing normal realization of economic ties, the Parties have discussed and arrived at agreement on the following issues:

1. By January 15, 1995 to carry out reciprocal exchange of normative documents, regulating customs activity of corresponding services of the Parties. To carry out immediate exchange of information between customs organs of the Parties in order to reveal and suppress violations of customs rules and smuggling activities.

2. For the purpose of unimpeded passage of cargoes moving from Pridnestrovie to far abroad countries, registration of cargoes in customs’ respect shall be carried out by customs organs of the Pridnestrovian region, by using stamps and seals of the Customs Department of the Republic of Moldova “Customs of Tiraspol”, beginning with January 15, 1995.

3. The Customs Department of the RM enters Government with the proposal on lifting import duties on cargoes imported to Pridnestrovie from far abroad; as for the Pridnestrovian side, it solves the question of introduction of import customs duties on the goods manufactured in far abroad countries, except for foodstuffs (excluding wine-vodka and tobacco products).

4. The Pridnestrovian side undertakes into obligations to provide the Customs Department of the RM with opportune and immediate information about cargoes from far abroad, shipped into the Republic of Moldova through Pridnestrovie.

5. For the solution of questions on interaction between customs services of the Parties, to hold regular working meetings at the level of relevant executive heads.

Proposal to the Pridnestrovian side on presentation by the Customs Department of the RM of means of customs identification to customs organs of the CIS countries requires further consultations at higher level.

Done in Tiraspol, on December 17, 1994.

For the Moldovan side
(signed) G. Khioare

For the Pridnestrovian side
(signed) M. Rudakov